The HERMES spectrograph installed on the 1.2-m Mercator telescope has been used to monitor the radial velocity of 13 low-metallicity carbon stars, among which 7 Carbon-Enhanced Metal-Poor (CEMP) stars and 6 CH stars (including HIP 53522, a new member to the family, as revealed by a detailed abundance study). All stars but one show clear evidence for binarity. New orbits are obtained for 8 systems. The sample covers an extended range in orbital periods, extending from 3.4 d (for the dwarf carbon star HE 0024-2523) to about 54 yr (for the CH star HD 26, the longest known among barium, CH and extrinsic S stars). Three systems exhibit low-amplitude velocity variations with periods close to 1-yr superimposed on a long-term trend. In the absence of an accurate photometric monitoring of these systems, it is not clear yet whether these variations are the signature of a very low-mass companion, or of regular envelope pulsations. The period -eccentricity (P − e) diagram for the 40 low-metallicity carbon stars with orbits now available shows no difference between CH and CEMP-s stars (the latter corresponding to those CEMP stars enriched in s-process elements, as are CH stars). We suggest that they must be considered as one and the same family and that their different names only stem from historical reasons. Indeed, these two families have as well very similar mass-function distributions, corresponding to companions with masses in the range 0.5 -0.7 M⊙, indicative of white-dwarf companions, adopting 0.8 -0.9 M⊙ for the primary component. This result confirms that CH and CEMP-s stars obey the same mass-transfer scenario as their higher-metallicity analogs, the barium stars. The P − e diagrams of barium, CH and CEMP-s stars are indeed very similar. They reveal two different groups of systems: one with short orbital periods (P < 1000 d) and mostly circular or almost circular orbits, and another with longer-period and eccentric (e > 0.1) orbits. These two groups either trace different evolutionary channels during the mass-transfer episode responsible for the chemical peculiarities of the Ba/CH/CEMP-s stars, or result from the operation of tidal circularisation in a more recent past, when the current giant star was ascending the first giant branch.
Introduction
One of the most surprising results of the large wide-field spectroscopic surveys for metal-poor stars in our Galaxy (e.g., the HK, HES, and SDSS/SEGUE surveys; Beers et al. 1992; Christlieb et al. 2001; Yanny et al. 2009, respectively) is the high frequency of carbon-enhanced stars ([C/Fe] > 1.0, hereafter CEMP stars) among metal-poor stars. The results of the above surveys indicate that they represent 20% of stars with [Fe/H] < −2 (Christlieb 2003; Lucatello et al. 2005 Lucatello et al. , 2006 Aoki et al. 2013; Yong et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2013) , but that frequency is increasing rapidly as metallicity decreases (Placco et al. 2014) . This finding has prompted a number of high-resolution, high signal-to-noise studies aiming at understanding the origin of the abundance anomalies in these objects. The carbon-enhancement phenomenon appears in stars that exhibit four different heavy-element abundance patterns (Beers & Christlieb 2005; Masseron et al. 2010 +0.5. This most numerous class is characterised by enrichments of neutron-capture elements, with an abundance pattern compatible with the operation of the s-process in asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars. After initial studies of their binary frequency by Preston & Sneden (2001) , , and Lucatello et al. (2005) , Starkenburg et al. (2014) finally demonstrated on a large sample that these stars are all members of binary systems. Thus, it is now established that these CEMP-s stars -along with the closelyrelated classical CH stars (Keenan 1942) -are members of wide binary systems, where the former primary star transferred material during its AGB phase onto the presently observable companion (McClure 1984; McClure & Woodsworth 1990 ). This other class of CEMP stars, exhibiting large overabundances of elements produced by the s-process and of elements traditionally related to the r-process, was discovered by Barbuy et al. (1997) and Hill et al. (2000) . A number of these stars exhibit radial-velocity variations (Sivarani et al. 2004; Barbuy et al. 2005) .
Here again the companion could be responsible for the peculiar abundance pattern (e.g., Masseron et al. 2010; Bisterzo et al. 2011 ). -CEMP-no: [C/Fe]> +1.0 and [Ba/Fe]∼ 0. Starkenburg et al. (2014) found these CEMP stars with no enhancements in their neutron-capture-element abundances (hereafter CEMP-no; Aoki et al. 2002) to have normal binary frequency. Consequently, a mass-transfer scenario comparable to that occurring in CEMP-s (and possibly in CEMP-rs) stars has not operated here.
-CEMP-r: [C/Fe]> +1.0 and [Eu/Fe]> +1.0. This is the signature of a highly r-process-enhanced CEMP star, so far observed in only one object (CS22892-052; ).
This paper focuses on the classes of CH and CEMP-(r)s stars, which may be considered as the low-metallicity analogs of barium and extrinsic S stars (Bidelman & Keenan 1951; Smith & Lambert 1988; Jorissen & Mayor 1988) . Keenan (1942) coined the term 'CH stars' to refer to high-velocity carbon stars that exhibit very strong G bands due to the CH molecule and otherwise weak metallic lines. The few spectra available at that time suggested high luminosities, i.e., giant stars. The nomenclature was extended to objects of lower luminosity by Bond (1974) , who found subgiants with similar chemical peculiarities (thus called 'subgiant CH stars'). The criteria defining CH and CEMP-s stars, as reviewed above (see as well Beers & Christlieb 2005) , do not allow us to distinguish these stars on spectroscopic or abundance grounds. Their different name appears to be the result of different discovery channels. It is one of the aims of the present study to check that this conclusion of indistinguishability holds true for their orbital properties as well. Indeed, a key property of these two families is their binary nature, as we now discuss.
An important question concerning the nature of CEMP stars and their various counterparts is the astrophysical origin of the carbon excess which is observed in the atmosphere of these objects. One established scenario is carbon production by nucleosynthesis in an asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star. It is usually assumed that the AGB star responsible for carbon production was once the primary of a binary system. The carbon and s-process elements produced in the interior of the AGB star and dredged to its atmosphere were subsequently transferred to a companion. Observational support for this scenario is provided by the binary nature of these objects, as established by McClure (1984) and McClure & Woodsworth (1990) for a major fraction of CH stars, and by Preston & Sneden (2001) and Lucatello et al. (2005) for a few CEMP-s stars.
The mass-transfer scenario responsible for the pollution of the atmosphere of those stars with s-process material has been the topic of many studies (e.g., Boffin & Jorissen 1988; Bonačić Marinović et al. 2008; Izzard et al. 2010) , which rely on the properties of the period -eccentricity (P −e) diagram as well as on the mass-function distribution (McClure & Woodsworth 1990; Jorissen et al. 1998) . For this reason, it is important to collect as many orbital data as possible for CH and CEMP-s stars, so as to build their P − e diagram and see whether it bears similarities with that of barium and extrinsic S stars (Jorissen et al. 1998; Gorlova et al. 2013) , as well as to compare CH and CEMP-s binaries. Since some CEMP-s stars have quite low a metallicity, it is of interest to see whether this low metallicity impacts the P −e diagram (through for instance the change in the stellar size resulting from the shift of the low-metallicity giant branches towards bluer colours). For CEMP-s stars, very few orbital elements are currently known though (see Table 4 of Lucatello et al. 2005) . Thanks to the new orbits presented in this and the paper by Hansen et al. (2015) , the sample of orbital elements for CEMP binaries has doubled. The P −e diagram drawn from this extended sample should represent a benchmark for theoretical mass-transfer studies like those of Abate et al. (2013 Abate et al. ( , 2015a .
The paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 describes the technical details of our radial-velocity monitoring. The stellar sample is described in Sect. 3. The orbital elements are presented in Sect. 4. The mass distribution and the P −e diagram are discussed in Sect. 5.2.1. Sect. 6 discusses how to correctly investigate a possible correlation between orbital period and s-process overabundance for these mass-transfer binaries. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 7.
Radial-velocity monitoring with the HERMES spectrograph
The radial-velocity (RV) monitoring was performed with the HERMES spectrograph attached to the 1.2-m Mercator telescope from the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, installed at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory (La Palma, Spain) . The spectrograph began regular science operations in June 2009, and is fully described in Raskin et al. (2011) . The fibre-fed HERMES spectrograph is designed to be optimised both in stability as well as in efficiency. It samples the whole optical range from 380 to 900 nm in one shot, with a spectral resolution of about 86 000 for the highresolution science fibre. This fibre has a 2.5 arcsec aperture on the sky and the high resolution is reached by mimicking a narrow slit using a two-sliced image slicer. The HERMES/Mercator combination is precious because it guarantees regular telescope time. This is needed for our monitoring programme and the operational agreement reached by all consortium partners (KULeuven, Université libre de Bruxelles, Royal Observatory of Belgium, Landessternwarnte Tautenburg) is optimised to allow efficient long-term monitoring, which is mandatory for this programme. On average, 250 nights per year are available for the monitoring (spread equally on HERMES-consortium time, and on KULeuven time), and the observation sampling is adapted to the known variation time scale. During these nights, about 300 target stars are monitored, addressing several science cases (Van Winckel et al. 2010; Gorlova et al. 2013) .
A Python-based pipeline extracts a wavelengthcalibrated and a cosmic-ray cleaned spectrum. A separate routine is used for measuring RVs, by means of a cross-correlation with a spectral mask constructed from a carbon-star spectrum. A restricted region, covering the range 478.11 -653.56 nm (orders 55 -74) and containing 2103 useful spectral lines, was used to derive the RV, in order to avoid telluric lines on the red end, and crowded and poorly-exposed spectra on the blue end. A spectrum with a signal-to-noise ratio of 15 in V is usually sufficient to obtain a cross-correlation function (CCF) with a well-pronounced extremum. An example of CCF is shown in Fig. 1 for a spectrum with an average signal-to-noise ratio of 17 in the relevant spectral region.
A Gaussian fit is performed on the core of the CCF (to reduce as much as possible the impact of line asymmetries), with an internal precision of a few m/s on the position of the CCF centre, small enough with respect to external uncertainty factors. The most important of these is caused by the pressure fluctuations occurring during the night in the spectrograph room (see Fig. 9 of Raskin et al. 2011) . The exact impact of the pressure drift on the velocity measurement depends on the time elapsed between the science exposure and the arc spectrum used for wavelength calibration. The long-term accuracy (over years) of the radial velocities may be estimated from the stability of the RV standard stars monitored along with the science targets. These standard stars are taken from the list of Udry et al. (1999) , available at http://obswww.unige.ch/∼udry/std/std.html. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of standard deviations for 58 radial-velocity standard stars with more than 5 measurements after 4.5 years of monitoring. The distribution peaks at σ(V r) = 55 m/s, which may thus be adopted as the typical uncertainty on the radial velocities over the long term. The RV standard stars have been used as well to tie the HERMES RVs to the IAU standard system. In some cases, older measurements from CORAVEL (Baranne et al. 1979) or from McClure & Woodsworth (1990) have been added to the HERMES measurements in order to extend the time span. In the latter case (Dominion Astrophysical Observatory velocity measurements), a zero-point correction of −0.46 km s −1 has been applied to bring them into the IAU/HERMES system (Jorissen et al. 1998) . The CORAVEL measurements have been tied to the IAU system following the prescription given by Udry et al. (1999) . More specifically for HD 26 (belonging to the sample that will be described in the next section), which is an extreme case given its low velocity of -215 km s −1 , the velocities from the northern CORAVEL have first been brought into the IAU system by adding 0.7 km s −1 (taken from the upper left panel of Fig. 2 of Udry et al. 1999 , since the offset due to the extreme velocity overwhelms that due to the moderate B − V index of 1.16). Then, the southern CORAVEL measurements have been corrected by -1.3 km s ; the southern measurements are so numerous that the necessary offset can be easily estimated from the shift needed to superimpose the southern and northern sequences.
Stellar sample
The stellar sample, containing 7 CEMP-(r)s and 6 CH stars, is listed in Table 1 . It was selected so as to avoid stars already monitored by Lucatello et al. (2005) , and to ensure that the targets are not too far south and not too faint to be observable with HERMES/Mercator. The spectral classification is from Goswami (2005) , and Masseron et al. (2010) , who provide detailed abundances for the CEMP stars, indicating that they indeed belong to the CEMP-s subclass. The star HD 145777 has been included as well. It was initially classified as an R3 star by Mayall & Cannon (1940) and R4 by Sanford (1944) , but later reclassified as CH by Bidelman (1956) . The same holds true for HD 187216, HIP 53522 and HIP 53832 (Vandervort 1958; Hartwick & Cowley 1985) . The latter two stars are the topic of a recent paper (Sperauskas et al. 2015) which classifies them as CH-like (a class related to the CH stars, but which lacks the large spatial velocities of the CH stars; Yamashita 1975) .
Moreover, an abundance analysis of HIP 53522 is presented in Appendix A. Its metallicity was found to be no lower than [Fe/H]= −0.5, a rather moderate value among CH stars, but the s-process elements are clearly enhanced by about 1.4 dex, a result confirmed by the recent analysis by Sperauskas et al. (2015) . The star HIP 53832 is very similar to HIP 53522: an abundance analysis by Zamora et al. (2009) 
Results

Synopsis
A synopsis of the results of the radial-velocity monitoring is presented in Table 1 . The stars may be divided in four different groups:
-Star with no clear evidence for binary motion (SB?). In our sample, only HE 1429-0551 belongs to that category ( Fig. B.1 ; for the sake of clarity, all figures with radial-velocity curves are collected in Appendix B). Although HE 1429-0551 exhibits radial-velocity variations above the 3σ level, and would thus formally qualify for being flagged as spectroscopic binary, inspection of its radial-velocity data does not reveal any clear trend that could be ascribed to an orbital motion. More observations are thus needed to issue a definite statement about the binarity of that star. Table 2 .
-Stars with short-period, low-amplitude variations superimposed on the long-term (SB+jitter) or orbital variations (ORB+jitter). This unexpected behaviour is encountered for the three systems HE 0017+0055, HE 1120-2122, and HD 76396 (Figs. B.11-B.13), and will be discussed in Sect. 4.3.
In summary, 12 stars out of the 13 from the sample turn out to be long-period spectroscopic binaries with P > 400 d, the only exception being HE 1429-0551.
Orbital elements
New 1 orbital elements for 8 systems are listed in Table 2 and the corresponding orbital solutions are found in Figs. B.5 -B.10 and B.12-B.13. The orbits are not fully constrained yet for HD 26 and HD 76396 (in the former case, the period could be even longer than the currently estimated 54 yr; that period is currently the longest known among barium, CH and extrinsic S stars; see the rightmost blue cross in Fig. 6 below) . We note that the O − C residuals are consistent with the HERMES measurement errors except for HD 26, HD 76396, and HE 1120-2122, where they are much larger. As seen on Figs. B.10 and B.13, these large values for HD 26 and HD 76396 are caused by the dispersion of the old CORAVEL (Baranne et al. 1979) and McClure & Woodsworth (1990) measurements, respectively, the standard deviation of the O − C residuals of the 22 HERMES measurements amounting to 0.126 km s −1 in the case of HD 76396. For HE 1120-2122, the large O − C residuals must be considered as a warning that the system may either be triple or be subject to velocity jitter caused by, e.g., envelope pulsations. This will be discussed further in Sect. 4.3.
Systems with velocity variations of low amplitudes and periods ∼ 1 yr
Quite surprisingly, about 1-yr-period variations superimposed on the long-term (Keplerian) variations have been found for the three systems HE 0017+0055, HE 1120-2122, and HD 76396 (Figs. B.11-B.13). For the latter two systems, the orbital O − C residuals are larger than the HER-MES spectrograph long-term accuracy of 55 m/s, indicating the presence of information in the residuals. The elements of the Keplerian orbit fitted to these residuals are listed in Table 3 . For HE 0017+0055, presented in Fig. B .11, nearly 8 cycles of 1-yr periodic velocity oscillation have been observed on top of the long-term trend. We have found that the latter is best modelled by a quadratic polynomial of the form V r = 3.252 × 10 −7 x 2 − 0.0374x + 993.215, where x = JD − 2400000, while the short-term oscillation is adequately represented by a Keplerian binary orbit with a period of 383 d and an eccentricity of 0.14 (Table 3) . HE 0017+0055 is the topic of a dedicated paper , since it combines radial velocities from HERMES/Mercator and from the Nordic Optical Telescope.
The associated time scale for the short-term velocity variations is in all three cases close to 1 yr. This very fact could raise doubts about the validity of our result (being caused by, e.g., an inaccurate barycentric correction). However, for HE 0017+0055, it was obtained independently on the Nordic Optical Telescope , which thus gives credit to the result. Moreover, the many other systems subject to a radial-velocity monitoring with HER-MES (Gorlova et al. 2013) do not reveal similarly oscillating O − C residuals, and neither do the radial-velocity stan- Table 1 . Properties of the stellar sample. N obs is the number of radial-velocity observations (including older measurements from McClure & Woodsworth 1990) , ∆t is their time span, V is the average velocity and σ its standard deviation, σ/ǫ is the ratio between the standard deviation and the measurement error (estimated to be 55 m s −1 ). In column SB/ORB, the systems with close to 1-yr variations superimposed on the long-term orbit are flagged with the label "jitter?", the question mark indicating that a phenomenon intrinsic to the giant's enveloppe ("jitter") is not the only possible cause of these variations, a second, low-mass companion could be invoked as well. (2005) (2) (2015) dard stars, nor the long-period CEMP star HE 0457-1805 in the present sample (Fig. B.6 ).
The remarkable feature of the Keplerian orbits fitted to the 1-yr-period variations, as listed in Table 3 , is the very low value of their velocity amplitude (0.1 to 0.6 km s −1 ), which suggests three possible interpretations: (i) an orbit with a very low inclination; (ii) a companion of very low mass; (iii) a spurious Keplerian solution, the velocity variations originating instead in the (supposedly pulsating) atmosphere of the giant star. These possibilities are discussed in more details in Jorissen et al. (2015) . Here we only stress that Carney et al. (2003) showed that low-metallicity giants, especially in globular clusters and the Magellanic Clouds, systematically exhibit radial-velocity jitter for luminosities near or above the RGB tip (i.e., M V ≤ −1.5 or log g ≤ 1.3). These radial-velocity variations mimick Keplerian variations, with semi-amplitudes of the order of 1 -1.5 km s −1 and periods of the order of 170 -190 d. They are thus of shorter periods and larger amplitudes than those observed in our sample (but the metallicities are different). Moreover, the velocity jitter detected by Carney et al. (2003) appears to vary in phase with photometric variations of amplitudes about 0.15 mag. As shown by Kiss & Bedding (2003) , these photometric variations are probably linked with the A, B and C period-luminosity sequences first identified by Wood (2000) in the Magellanic Clouds. A final conclusion about the nature of the short-term velocity variations reported here in several CH and CEMP stars must await an accurate photometric monitoring of these systems, as well as a good distance estimate which allows the determination of their position in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Both diagnostics should be testable with the oncoming Gaia data. 383 ± 1 363.6 ± 1.4 377 ± 12 e 0.14 ± 0.03
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Analysis
Masses
We perform here the analysis of the mass-function distribution, following the method outlined by Boffin et al. (1992) , Boffin, Cerf, & Paulus (1993) , Cerf & Boffin (1994) , and Boffin (2010 Boffin ( , 2012 , with the mass functions collected in Table 4 . The method gives access to the distribution of the masses of the secondary (denoted M 2 in what follows), under the assumption of a random orientation of the orbital planes, and with some a priori knowledge of the primary masses (denoted M 1 ). In the present situation, we may only rely on their low metallicity to infer that they should have a low mass. The 5 CH-like stars from Sperauskas et al. 2015 in Table 4 were therefore not included in the mass-function analysis because of their almost solar metallicity. We restrict as well our analysis to the sample of giant stars (from Table 4 ) so as to be able to use the argument that, since they have reached the giant branch, their main-sequence lifetime should be shorter than the age of the Galaxy. We therefore adopt 0.8 -0.9 M ⊙ as a typical mass for the primary star [fortunately, the method is not too sensitive to that assumption, given the way Fig. 3 presents the distribution of the secondary masses M 2 , which are peaked in the range 0.5 -0.7 M ⊙ (with one exception), as expected for white-dwarf companions originating from the thermallypulsing asymptotic giant branch (Falcon et al. 2010) . To confirm the robustness of that conclusion, Fig. 4 shows the good agreement between the observed distribution of the mass functions f (M 1 , M 2 ) (solid black histogram), and a synthetic distribution resulting from the assumptions of random orientation of the orbital planes on the sky and a fixed value of 0.094
. Indeed, following McClure & Woodsworth (1990) , the distribution of f (M 1 , M 2 ) for the CH systems they studied (ref. 5 in Table 4 ) is compatible with a Gaussian distribution of Q with a mean value of 0.094 M ⊙ and a standard deviation of 0.013 M ⊙ . At face value, this implies M 2 = 0.56 M ⊙ for M 1 = 0.8 M ⊙ , and M 2 = 0.60 M ⊙ for M 1 = 0.9 M ⊙ . This is exactly what is found by our inversion method, applied on a larger sample of CH and CEMP systems. 
Period -eccentricity diagram
CEMP-s vs. CH systems
We now investigate the period -eccentricity (P − e) diagram for CH and CEMP-(r)s stars, adding to the 18 systems already available in the literature the 8 new orbits from Table 2 , the 8 new well-constrained orbits from Hansen et al. (2015) and the 5 new orbits of CH-like stars from Sperauskas et al. (2015) that we merge with the CH systems. For the sake of completeness, the data used to draw the P − e diagram of Fig. 5 have been collected in Table 4 , with references indicated. No differences between CEMP-s and CH systems are apparent from Fig. 5 , so that in the remainder of this paper, they will be treated as a single group. The orbital similarity between these two groups is a further indication that their different names stem from historical reasons, but there is no physical difference between them, apart from the fact that CH systems always involve giant primaries, whereas CEMP systems comprise as well dwarf primaries (see the d/g column in Table 4). Long-standing historical equivalents of the dwarf CEMP-s stars are the subgiant CH stars (Luck & Bond 1991 ) and the formerly known dwarf carbon stars like G77-61 (Dearborn et al. 1986 , see Table 9 .5 of Jorissen 2004 for a review) or the "carbon dwarf wearing a Necklace", the central star of the planetary nebula G054.2 -03.4 (Corradi et al. 2011; Miszalski et al. 2013) . The latter has not been listed explicitly in Table 4 , because it is not formally known as a CH or CEMP star. It has an orbital period of 1.16 d, very similar to that of the CEMP dwarf HE 0024-2523 (3.4 d; Lucatello et al. 2003) .
The orbital-period range spanned by CH/CEMP-s stars is very extended, from a few days for the CEMP dwarf Table 4 have been assigned the giant status by default). For comparison, the sample of low-metallicity giants studied by Carney et al. (2003) has been represented by red triangles.
HE 0024-2523 to the (estimated) 54 yr period of the CH star HD 26 (Fig. 5) . Given their smaller size, dwarf carbon stars may fit into systems that are closer (and hence have shorter orbital periods) than those involving giant primaries. Orbital periods as short as that of HE 0024-2523 are not unusual among systems involving main-sequence primaries (e.g., Mathieu 1992) . But HE 0024-2523 is supposed to be the post-mass-transfer stage of a system that formerly involved an AGB star. Since the AGB star could not be hosted in a system that close, the current period of 3.4 d must be the outcome of a significant orbital shrinkage. Such a shrinkage is expected in binary-evolution channels involving a common envelope 2 , as it must happen when an AGB star overflows its Roche lobe (e.g., Han et al. 1995; Pols et al. 2003) . Abate et al. (2015a) were able to account for the short orbital period of HE 0024-2523 in such a common-envelope scenario, provided that the envelope ejection was very inefficient (i.e., the fraction of the orbital energy used to unbind the common envelope is small, a few percents only). This system furthermore raises the (unsolved) question of whether or not accretion is possible during the common-envelope stage (Ricker & Taam 2008; MacLeod & Ramirez-Ruiz 2015) . In the Abate et al. (2015a) scenario for HE 0024-2523, accretion did occur during a brief phase of wind accretion or wind Roche-lobe over- (Table 4) , and possibly as well HD 145777, HD 187216, HE 1429-0551 and HE 2144-1832 if these would finally turn out to be very long-period binaries. The corresponding frequency of CH/CEMP-s systems with orbital periods in excess of ∼ 10 4 d must thus be of the order of 2/44 (=4.5%), and possibly up to 6/44 (=14%). These frequencies may be used to constrain the binary-evolution models of Abate et al. (2015b) , which predict a lot more of such long-period systems (their Fig. 8 ) than is actually observed. A more detailed comparison is beyond the scope of the present paper, however.
CH/CEMP-s vs. metal-poor non-CEMP systems
Fig. 5 also compares CH/CEMP-s systems with binary metal-poor giants that do not belong to the CH/CEMPs family (from Carney et al. 2003) . The latter systems do not bear thus chemical signatures of mass transfer, and may therefore be considered as pre-mass-transfer systems. It is very clear that, at a given orbital period, the post-masstransfer CH/CEMP-s systems have on average a smaller eccentricity. A similar difference between pre-and postmass-transfer systems has been observed among the solarmetallicity counterparts of CH/CEMP-s systems, namely the barium systems: at a given orbital period, barium systems have a smaller average eccentricity than normal K giants (Jorissen et al. 2009 ), as may be inferred from the comparison of Figs. 6 and 7.
Because the sample of K giants from open clusters mostly (although not exclusively; Van der Swaelmen et al., in preparation) contains pre-mass-transfer binaries, it may serve to define the initial distribution of eccentricities, of interest to modellers of binary-population syntheses. It is plotted in Fig. 8 for a sample restricted to P > 400 d, because the eccentricity distribution at shorter periods has been altered by circularisation processes.
CH/CEMP-s vs. barium systems
In Fig. 6 , we compare CH/CEMP-s systems, considered as a single group, with barium systems (whose orbital elements are taken from Gorlova et al. 2013) . Overall, the two families cover the same region of the P − e diagram, with nevertheless a few notable differences:
-There are two CEMP stars with much shorter periods than barium systems, as already discussed in Sect. 5.2.1. -There is a lack of large-eccentricity systems among CH/CEMP-s stars. This effect could result from an observational bias, since systems with high eccentricities often require a longer time coverage to derive the corresponding orbits, and CH/CEMP-s were not monitored as long as barium systems were. -The proportion of low-eccentricity systems is much larger among CH/CEMP-s systems. This is clearly apparent on the lower panel of Fig. 9 , which compares the cumulative frequency distributions of eccentricities for barium and CH/CEMP-s stars. The shift between the cumulative distributions at low eccentricities is clearly not a consequence of the difference already reported at large eccentricities, as shown by the red dashed curve in Fig. 9 , which corresponds to the sample of barium stars restricted to systems with e < 0.5. The difference persists between the CH/CEMP-s sample and this sample of barium stars restricted to low eccentricities. The tendency for the low-metallicity CH/CEMP-s systems to have lower eccentricities than their solar-metallicity barium-system counterparts must have some physical origin, yet to be elucidated, related to mass transfer. The role of mass transfer in this eccentricity difference is deduced from the fact that a similar comparison for systems with no chemical anomalies (i.e., non-CEMP low-metallicity giants studied by Carney et al. (2003) and normal K giants in open clusters studied by Mermilliod et al. (2007) ) reveals no difference in the eccentricity distributions, despite the difference in metallicity ( Fig. 7 and upper panel of Fig. 9 ), when the systems involved are pre-mass-transfer ones.
One noteworthy similarity between barium and giant CH/CEMP-s systems is the fact that both families seem to separate in two groups, 1000 d representing the threshold between these: on the one hand, the shorter-period systems with mostly circular or almost circular orbits, and on the other hand, longer-period systems with no circular orbits (with two exceptions among CEMP systems to be discussed below). The presence of these two groups in families with so vastly different metallicities as CH/CEMP-s and barium stars reinforces the reality of the observed distinction Fig. 9 .
The cumulative distribution of eccentricities for CH/CEMP-s stars (blue curve in lower panel) and barium stars (black curve in lower panel). The solid black line corresponds to the full barium-star sample, whereas the dashed red line corresponds to the barium-star sample restricted to e < 0.5. In the upper panel, the red line corresponds to metal-deficient non-CEMP giants and the solid black curve to K giants in open clusters.
2004; Izzard et al. 2010) metallicities, indicate that the observed threshold around 1000 d might correspond to the transition between the wind-accretion and RLOF channels, an hypothesis supported by the fact that most of the P < 1000 d orbits are circular, or nearly so (Fig. 6) . Population syntheses do not predict that this period threshold be very sensitive to metallicity (compare Fig. 2 of Izzard et al. 2010 , for barium stars with Fig. 12 of Izzard et al. 2009 for CEMP stars), as observed.
The sample of barium systems reveals moreover the existence of a lack of systems at low e and large P (which we will call the low-e large-P gap in the following). This gap is especially clearly apparent as well in samples of pre-and young main-sequence binaries (Mathieu 1992) , and indicates that binaries only form as eccentric systems. In young binaries, the gap extends up to e = 0.15. At the shortest periods, the gap disappears, filled by tidally-circularised systems, and the period threshold for the gap depends on the age of the systems and the efficiency with which tides act to circularise the orbits. In evolved systems (like the postmass-transfer barium and CEMP/CH stars; Fig. 6 ), the gap is still present, although to a more limited extent (up to e = 0.05), a signature of orbital evolution during mass transfer (see for example the binary population-synthesis models of Izzard et al. 2010 , which confirm that there should be very few of such systems). For all samples with orbital eccentricities accurately known, this gap is never number of nearly circular systems with periods shorter than 1000 d.
Article number, page 9 of 21 A&A proofs: manuscript no. 26992 populated. It is thus likely that the eccentricity has not been derived with enough accuracy for the two CH/CEMPs systems (HD 30443 and CS 29497-034) falling into the gap in Fig. 6 . Low-eccentricity orbits need a good many measurements spread over the whole orbital cycle to have the eccentricity accurately determined, and this condition is sometimes difficult to achieve for long-period systems. The latter remark applies to CS 29497-034 (Barbuy et al. 2005) , whereas HD 30443 has a noisy orbital solution whose eccentricity has been fixed at 0.0 (McClure & Woodsworth 1990) .
To end this comparison between the orbital properties (P − e diagram and mass-function distribution) of CH/CEMP-s and barium stars, we may conclude that a mass-transfer scenario similar to that proposed to account for the chemical peculiarities of barium stars has been at work in CH/CEMP-s stars as well (McClure et al. 1980; Boffin & Jorissen 1988; Preston & Sneden 2001; Lucatello et al. 2005; Masseron et al. 2010; Izzard et al. 2010; Bisterzo et al. 2012; Abate et al. 2013; Starkenburg et al. 2014). 6. A correlation between orbital period and s-process overabundance ?
The availability of orbital elements, and especially orbital periods, makes it possible to investigate a possible correlation between the orbital separation and the s-process overabundance level. Such a correlation (or the absence thereof) provides clues about the mass-transfer process responsible for the pollution of the CEMP/CH star: Rochelobe overflow, wind Roche-lobe overflow, or wind accretion (see Abate et al. 2013 Abate et al. , 2015a . A tentative investigation of such a correlation was performed by Jorissen & Boffin (1992) for barium stars, but using a photometric proxy for the s-process overabundance (see also Boffin & Zacs 1994) . A general trend was found albeit with a very large dispersion. On the other hand, population synthesis models of Bonačić Marinović & Pols (2004) predict a maximum overabundance level for periods around 1000 d, with the overabundance level going down at both longer and shorter periods. With the present sample, a similar investigation may be attempted for CH/CEMP-s systems. Several caveats have to be expressed, though. First, it is not the orbital period, but rather the orbital separation, or even the periastron distance, which is the key dynamical parameter controlling the mass transfer. For the sample considered, we showed in Sect. 5.1 that the masses are confined in a narrow range, both for the primaries and the secondaries. Moreover, eccentricities remain moderate, so that orbital periods are expected to be good proxies for the periastron distance. Second, in low-metallicity stars, the s-process operation may produce a substantial amount of Pb (e.g., Gallino et al. 1998; Goriely & Mowlavi 2000; Van Eck et al. 2001 , 2003 , although it does not necessarily do so in a systematic way; see the discussion by De Smedt et al. 2014) . At least for the CEMP/CH stars in Table 4 , when the Pb abundance is available, it is in fact the dominant contributor to the sprocess nuclei, as it will become apparent below. Therefore, the investigation of a possible correlation orbital-period -s-process overabundance should be restricted to those systems for which Pb abundances are available. Finally, if as it seems likely, 13 C(α,n)
16
O is the neutron source (Straniero et al. 1995; Neyskens et al. 2015) , the number of neutrons produced do not scale with metallicity, since they result from primary seeds [protons and (Clayton 1988) . Assuming otherwise identical structures and mixing scheme, this means that the number of neutrons made available by the above reaction chain is always the same, irrespective of the metallicity. That number of neutrons is expressed relative to the number of hydrogen (not Fe) atoms, and may be extracted from the observed abundance pattern in the following way:
where N i (star) is the number of nuclei of species i per 10 12 hydrogen atoms observed in the star, A i is the atomic mass number, and the sum extends on Zr (or Sr if Zr is not available), La, and Pb. Solar abundances were adopted from Table 3 of Lodders (2008) , namely log N Sr (sun) = 2.90, log N Zr (sun) = 2.57, log N La (sun) = 1.19, log N Pb (sun) = 2.06. The available data are collected in Table 4 . The quantity N neut is thus a measure of the neutron contamination, sensitive to dilution. The key point here is that the number N neut is derived from the fraction of sprocess material which found its way to the CEMP/CHstar atmosphere. But this material is only a fraction of the total amount originally produced in the inner shell of the AGB star, which has subsequently been diluted three times, first when brought from the AGB interior to its outer atmosphere, then when a fraction of the s-process-enriched AGB wind has been captured by the companion star, and finally when that accreted material has been diluted in the CH/CEMP-star envelope (and the latter dilution thus depends on the evolutionary status of the companion, which may have, or not, a deep convective envelope). We want to evaluate the second dilution factor, directly related to the accretion cross section, which is in turn a function of the orbital separation. This dilution factor will cause the estimated number of neutrons to be less than the one originally available in the AGB interior, which we suppose to be a constant, the same for all AGB stars irrespective of their mass or metallicity. Thus, any fluctuation in the estimated neutron number is attributed to the variation of the mass accretion efficiency (assuming that the other two dilutions involved are the same in all cases). We must hope that the variations of the latter two dilution factors are smaller than the effect related to the mass-accretion efficiency that we try to measure.
As far as one may judge from column N neut in Table 4, there is no obvious trend emerging with orbital period. Therefore, our data confirm once more that the orbital period is not the only parameter governing the level of s-process overabundances in post-mass-transfer systems (see also Abate et al. 2015a , for a recent analysis). The dilution factors discussed above (and neglected in the analysis) may play an important role, or as Merle et al. (2015) have suggested, the mass of the companion WD (a proxy for the luminosity reached by its progenitor on the AGB) could be another important parameter controlling the level of s-process overabundance. Table 4 . Complete set of (P, e) values currently available for CEMP-(r)s, CH and CH-like stars, along with the mass functions f (M1, M2) analysed in Sect. 5.1. The column labeled 'd/g' specifies whether the star is a dwarf or a giant. In that column, 'rs' designates a CEMP-rs star. The stars are ordered according to increasing orbital periods. The quantities Ni and Nneut are defined in relation with Eq. 1. Lucatello et al. (2003) (2) 
Conclusions
We report 8 new orbits for CH and CEMP-s systems obtained by combining new radial-velocity measurements from the HERMES/Mercator spectrograph with old measurements from McClure & Woodsworth (1990) . HIP 53522 not only is a newly discovered binary, but is as well a new member of the CH family, as revealed by a detailed abundance analysis. Adding these new orbits to the 33 CH/CEMP-s orbits already available in the literature, their P −e and f (M ) distributions have been investigated and reveal no difference between CH and CEMP-s systems. These families should thus not be treated separately, since their different names stem from historical reasons but cover the same underlying stellar family. The analysis of the massfunction distribution of CH and CEMP-s systems points at companions having a mass peaked in the range 0.5 -0.7 M ⊙ , thus supporting the usual scenario of s-process pollution from a former AGB star, now the white-dwarf companion. The signature of the mass-transfer scenario is also apparent from the comparison between the P −e distributions of CH/CEMP-s stars and of non-carbon-enriched low-metallicity giants (thus being likely pre-mass-transfer systems), the former having a smaller average eccentricity at a given orbital period.
CH/CEMP-s orbits have then be compared to those of barium stars, which are their higher-metallicity analogs. Despite minor quantitative differences (i.e., a larger fraction of low-eccentricity orbits among CH/CEMP-s stars, and a deficit of large-eccentricity systems), the global distribution of these families in the P − e diagram is similar, suggesting that they followed the same binary-evolution channel. It is not clear at this stage whether the different eccentricity distributions result from observational selection biases, or from the influence of metallicity on the outcome of the mass transfer.
At least three CH/CEMP-s stars (HE 0017+055, HE 1120-2122, and HD 76396) exhibit short-term radialvelocity variations (with periods close to 1 yr), and it is not clear yet whether this behaviour is attributable to some intrinsic phenomenon causing velocity jitter, or whether it is due to Keplerian variations of small amplitude (see Carney et al. 2003; Jorissen et al. 2015 , for a discussion of this alternative).
4 While the present paper was being refereed, we learned about the abundance analysis of that same star made independently by Sperauskas et al. (2015) , with results very similar to ours. Table 3 ). Table 3 ). Table 3 ).
